PATHWAYS TO DELIVERY

Due to the sensitive nature of the curriculum, WAGGGS will work with Member Organizations to ensure that associations are prepared and ready to deliver the curriculum effectively and safely to its members. This document details the process for all Member Organizations to follow if they are interested in delivering the Voices against Violence curriculum within their associations.

If you have any questions please contact WAGGGS at stoptheviolence@wagggs.org.

**STEP 1** EXPRESSION OF INTEREST
Complete a Voices against Violence expression of interest form and send to stoptheviolence@wagggs.org. The expression of interest form is downloadable from www.stoptheviolencecampaign.com.

**STEP 2** GUIDELINES
After submitting the expression of interest form you will receive Curriculum guidelines for Member Organizations. After this WAGGGS will meet with the Member Organization to address any questions and decide a timeline for the next steps.

**STEP 3** CHILD PROTECTION POLICY
Member Organizations will be asked to provide their child protection policy for WAGGGS to review. WAGGGS will assess the policy and make sure it covers the necessary areas to be able to deliver the Voices against Violence curriculum safely. This includes having a process in place to respond to disclosures of experiences of violence and abuse by children.

If a Member Organization does not have a child protection policy, WAGGGS will work with the Member Organization to create one. WAGGGS has toolkits and templates that Member Organizations can adapt for their national contexts.

**STEP 4** ACTIVATE TRAINING
Member Organizations will then attend a Stop the Violence ACTIVATE training event. During this event participants will develop their understanding of gender-based violence, their understanding of the necessary safety frameworks needed to work on violence against girls, and develop an action plan to deliver the Voices against Violence curriculum within their associations.

**STEP 5** ROLL-OUT PLAN
Using the knowledge acquired at the training event, Member Organizations will be required to complete a roll-out plan for the curriculum. This will include the timelines for delivery, how many participants they will reach and how they will train leaders to deliver it. WAGGGS will approve and make recommendation to the plan.

**STEP 6** AGREEMENT LETTER
Member Organizations will then sign a letter in which they agree to uphold the principles of the curriculum and to deliver it safely within their association.

**STEP 7** CURRICULUM AND DELIVERY
WAGGGS will supply Member Organizations with:
- The leader’s handbook
- 4 age activity booklets
- Monitoring and Evaluation tools
- Training package for leaders

Member Organizations can then begin to train its leaders and deliver the curriculum to its members.

**STEP 8** MONITORING AND EVALUATION
Member Organizations are responsible for ensuring that leaders evaluate the curriculum and send the data back to WAGGGS. WAGGGS will share data with Member Organizations when requested. Member Organizations are required to fill in an annual report to WAGGGS updating them of the roll-out of the curriculum.
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